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well. In this case, smarter methods such as content based
classification are needed.
Though the problem of SMS spam is not as old as of
email spam [1], [2], there have been several efforts in the
literature to detect SMS spam messages. Some examples to
those efforts are as follows. Bayesian filtering techniques
were employed in [3]. Feature-based and compressionmodel-based filters were evaluated in [4]. Another filter
system using support vector machine and a thesaurus was
proposed in [5]. A framework utilizing the content based
filtering and challenge-response was introduced in [6].
Another SMS anti-spam system combining behavior-based
social network and temporal analysis was presented in [7].
Performances of a number of classifiers in SMS spam
filtering were compared in [8]. Bayesian learning and
support vector machine classification were used in [9].
Local-concentration-based [10] and stylistically motivated
features [11] were employed for the filtering process.
Bayesian based classifiers were utilized together with the
distinctive features determined by information theoretic
feature selection methods in [12]. Finally, a number of
recent studies on SMS spam filtering are reviewed in [13].
In regard to the abovementioned studies, this paper
extensively analyses the effects of several feature extraction
and feature selection methods together on filtering SMS
spam messages in two different languages, namely Turkish
and English. The entire feature set of the filtering scheme is
composed of the features originated from the bag-of-words
(BoW) model [14], and also an ensemble of structural
features (SF) adopted for the spam problem. The distinctive
features based on the bag-of-words model are determined
using chi-square and Gini index based feature selection
methods. The selected features are then combined with the
structural features, and fed into two distinct pattern
classification algorithms, namely k-nearest neighbor and
support vector machine, to classify SMS messages as either
spam or legitimate. The filtering framework is evaluated on
two separate SMS message datasets consisting of Turkish
and English messages, respectively. For this purpose, as part
of the study, the first publicly available Turkish SMS
message collection is constituted whereas an existing dataset
in English is employed as well. Extensive experimental
analysis on both datasets revealed that the combinations of
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, Short Message Service (SMS) has become
one of the most common communication methods due to
rapid increase in the number of mobile phone users
worldwide. This increase has unavoidably attracted
spammers and caused SMS spam (unsolicited) message
problem just as in the case of spam e-mails. Today, majority
of SMS messages received by mobile phones are
unfortunately disturbing spam messages such as credit
opportunities of banks, promotion and discount
announcements of stores, and new tariffs of communications
service providers.
Simple techniques including white and black list methods
fail to categorize SMS messages without user intervention.
Even worse, a phone number inserted into the black list may
send legitimate messages beside spam, e.g., a bank may send
a spam message including new credit opportunities and a
legitimate message containing online banking password as
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Even if SMS spam filtering can be treated as conventional
text classification task, the structure of spam messages can
be significantly different than that of formal texts. Since the
size of an SMS message is limited with just 160 characters,
both the message length and number of terms have of great
importance. Also, the usage of upper or lower case
characters can be indicator of spam. Similarly, some nonalphanumeric characters (e.g., “!”, “$”) and numeric
characters (e.g., phone numbers) are commonly encountered
in spam messages. Finally, URL links are usually observed
in SMS spam as well. Considering all those characteristics,
in this paper, an ensemble of structural features is adopted
along with the features originated from the bag-of-words
model. The structural features (SF) extracted from a given
SMS message are summarized in Table I.

BoW and SFs, rather than BoW features alone, provide
better classification performance. Nevertheless, efficacy of
the feature selection methods slightly differs in each
language.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: First
of all, the SMS message datasets used in the study are
explained. Next, the feature extraction approaches applied
on SMS messages are presented. Then, mathematical
backgrounds of the feature selection methods are described.
Afterwards, the pattern classification algorithms are
discussed. Subsequently, the experimental analysis and
related results are provided. Finally, some concluding
remarks are given.
II. DATASETS
Although numerous e-mail datasets, or collections, [15]–
[17] have been offered for the use of researchers, there are
just a limited number of publicly available SMS message
collections in the literature. Therefore, as part of this study, a
brand new SMS message collection is constituted in Turkish,
which is one of the widely used agglutinative languages
worldwide. This is the first Turkish SMS message collection
within the academic literature. The collection consists of 420
spam and 430 legitimate messages that are collected from
volunteers. The collection, namely TurkishSMS, is publicly
available at http://ceng.anadolu.edu.tr/par/ so that
researchers may use it freely for academic purposes.
Additionally, another SMS message collection in English
[18], which is a good example of non-agglutinative
languages, is utilized in the experimental study as well. This
collection contains 425 spam and 450 legitimate messages.
Since both Turkish and English datasets are balanced and
their sizes are almost equal, the experimental results on these
datasets can be fairly compared to each other.

No
SF1
SF2
SF3
SF4
SF5
SF6

TABLE I. LIST OF STRUCTURAL FEATURES.
Name
Description
Message length
Number of all characters
Number of terms obtained using
Number of terms
alphanumeric tokenization
Uppercase character
Number of uppercase characters
ratio
normalized by the message length
Number of non-alphanumeric
Non-alphanumeric
characters normalized by the message
character ratio
length
Numeric character
Number of numeric characters
ratio
normalized by the message length
Presence of “http” and/or “www”
Presence of URL
terms

It should be also noted that only stemming and lower case
conversion are carried out as the preprocessing steps during
the feature extraction. Since two different languages, namely
Turkish and English, are in consideration within the scope of
this work, the stemming stage is specific to the language. In
case of Turkish messages, fixed-prefix stemming algorithm
[25] is employed, whereas well-known Porter stemming
algorithm [26] is utilized for the messages in English.
Stopword removal is not applied due to relatively short
length of the messages.

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Detection of SMS spam messages is actually a subset of
spam e-mail detection problem. While an e-mail may contain
text, graphics, hyperlinks, and even attached files [19], an
SMS message contains only text limited with only 160
characters [20]. Consequently, detection of spam messages
corresponds to a 2-class text classification problem where
the classes are defined as “spam” and “legitimate”.
Vast amount of text classification studies make use of the
bag-of-words model [21] to represent text documents where
the exact ordering of words, or terms, in the documents is
ignored but the number of term occurrences is considered.
Each distinct term in a document collection consequently
constitutes an individual feature. Terms are assigned
particular weights representing their importance in a given
document [22]. The most common weighting scheme is
Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
that scales down the number of occurrences of a term in a
document by considering the number of documents in the
collection containing that term [23]. Thus, a document is
represented by multi-dimensional feature vector where each
dimension of the vector corresponds to the weighted value
for a distinct word within the document collection, which is
also known as the vector space model [24].

IV. FEATURE SELECTION
Though there exist filters, wrappers, and embedded
feature selection methodologies, researchers prefer the filters
to select distinctive features particularly in text
categorization problems due to classifier independency and
relatively low computation time of the filters [27]. The filter
methods utilized within this work are based on chi-square
(CHI2) and Gini index (GI) metrics. Both methods were
proven to be quite successful in previous text categorization
studies [21], [28], [29].
In statistics, CHI2 test is applied to examine independence
of two events. The events, A and B, are assumed to be
independent if

P( AB) = P( A)P( B) ,

(1)

where P(AB) is the joint probability of A and B, while P(A)
and P(B) are the probabilities of these two events,
respectively. For selection of text features, these two events
correspond to the occurrence of particular term and class,
respectively. CHI2 information can be computed using
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∑ ∑

CHI 2(t , C ) =

t∈{0,1} C∈{0,1}

( Nt ,C − Et ,C )

II. The first feature set contains only BoW features. The sets
between two and seven contain BoW features and a single
structural feature. The last feature set is composed of BoW
features and all six structural features together. From now
on, the last feature set (BoW + SF1 + SF2 + SF3 + SF4 +
SF5+ SF6) will be represented by (BoW + SF1:SF6) for
convenience.

2

Et ,C

,

(2)

where N is the observed frequency and E is the expected
frequency for each state of term t and class C [23]. CHI2 is a
measure of how many expected counts and observed counts
deviate from each other. A high value of CHI2 indicates that
the hypothesis of independence is not correct. If the two
events are dependent, then the occurrence of the term makes
the occurrence of the class more likely. Consequently, the
regarding term is relevant as a feature. CHI2 score of a term
is calculated for individual classes. This score can be
globalized over all classes in two ways. The first way is to
compute the weighted average score for all classes while the
second one is to choose the maximum score among all
classes. In this paper, the former approach was preferred.
GI is another feature selection method which is an
improved version of the method originally used to find out
the best split of attributes in decision trees [30]. It has
relatively simpler computation [31] as given below

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

During the experiments, selection of BoW features were
carried out using CHI2 and GI methods, where the number
of selected features ranged from 1% to 100% of the entire
BoW features. As an example, Top-10 terms determined by
CHI2 and GI methods are listed in Table III for each dataset.
It should be noted that several stopwords specific to Turkish
(e.g., “ve”, “ile”, “icin”) and English languages (e.g., “i”,
“to”, “that”, “your”) are surprisingly present in these lists.
Total numbers of pre-processed distinct terms in Turkish and
English datasets are 2.690 and 3.179, respectively.

M

GI (t ) = ∑ P (t | Ci ) 2 P (Ci | t ) 2 .

TABLE II. LIST OF FEATURE SETS.
Feature Set
BoW
BoW + SF1
BoW + SF2
BoW + SF3
BoW + SF4
BoW + SF5
BoW + SF6
BoW + SF1 + SF2 + SF3 + SF4 + SF5+ SF6

(3)

i =1

In this formulation, P (t | Ci ) is the probability of term t
given presence of class Ci, and P (Ci | t ) is the probability of

TABLE III. TOP-10 DISCRIMINATIVE TERMS IN (A) TURKISH (B)
ENGLISH DATASET.
Selection
Terms
Part A
CHI2
com, ve, gonde, icin, tl, tr, sadec, hemen, kazan, ile
GI
com, ve, icin, indir, tl, firsa, gonde, tr, ozel, sadec
Part B
CHI2
call, your, i, txt, stop, free, 1, to, that, now
GI
to, call, i, your, now, you, a, txt, stop, for

class Ci given presence of term t.
Once the importance scores of all terms within a text
collection are obtained by either of the abovementioned
methods, top-T terms with the highest scores are selected.
V. CLASSIFICATION
Two distinct pattern classification algorithms, namely knearest neighbour (kNN) and support vector machine
(SVM), are employed in this work.
kNN algorithm classifies feature vectors based on the
closest training examples in the feature space [32]. More
specifically, an unknown feature vector is assigned to the
class that is the most common amongst its k nearest
neighbours where k is a positive integer. The value of k is
determined empirically, e.g., it may be optimized with
respect to the classification error on training dataset. In the
special case that k = 1, the feature vector is simply assigned
to the class of its nearest neighbour.
On the other hand, SVM, which is one of the state-of-theart pattern classification algorithms, aims to find out
maximum-margin hyperplane in a transformed feature space
using the kernel trick [32]. Though there are several kernel
types, linear kernel was preferred in this study due to its
proven performance in text classification research before
[33].

The feature sets were then fed into kNN and SVM
classifiers. Since both datasets are balanced (i.e., the number
of SMS messages in legitimate and spam classes are almost
equal), well known Micro-F1 score [23] was employed to
assess the classification performance. The classification
results are presented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 for Turkish dataset
and in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 for English dataset, respectively. The
results were obtained using 3-fold cross validation to
evaluate the datasets objectively.
In general, rather than BoW features alone, combinations
of BoW (regardless of the utilized feature selection method)
and SFs provided higher scores in most cases. Particularly,
the contributions of SF1, SF2, and SF1:SF6 to classification
performance were more obvious than that of the other SFs.
In case of Turkish messages, the highest Micro-F1 score
was approximately 0.98. This score was obtained using SF2
(or, SF1:SF6), and 50% of BoW features selected by CHI2,
which were together applied on SVM classifier. On the other
hand, the maximum score achieved by kNN classifier was
around 0.95 with the combination of SF2 and 50% of BoW
features selected by GI.
In case of English messages, the highest Micro-F1 score
was around 0.96. This value was achieved using SF1:SF6,
and 100% of BoW features, which were together applied on

VI. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
The impacts of various feature extraction, feature
selection, and pattern classification methods on filtering
SMS spam messages in Turkish and English were analyzed
in the experimental work. For this purpose, eight different
feature sets were considered. Those sets are listed in Table
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scores for both datasets were computed and listed in Table
IV. One can easily note from this table that the feature set
(BoW + SF1:SF6) and GI based selection method surpass
the other combinations for Turkish messages. In case of
English messages, on the other hand, CHI2 based selection
method replaces GI whereas the feature set remains the
same. Another interesting finding from these results was that
while the better feature selection method enrolled in
obtaining the highest Micro-F1 score was CHI2 in Turkish
messages, GI took the first place in terms of DR
performance.

SVM classifier. Since all BoW features were employed to
attain the highest score, no particular feature selection
method was superior to another. In contrast, the maximum
score achieved by kNN classifier was around 0.90 with the
combination of SF3 and just 1% of BoW features selected
by CHI2.
In addition to the classification performance, dimension
reduction rate is another important aspect of recognition
process. Consequently, an analysis for dimension reduction
was also carried. In order to compare efficacy of the feature
combinations in terms of dimension reduction rate and
Micro-F1 values, a dimension reduction (DR) scoring
scheme [34] was adopted for this work. This scheme favors
higher Micro-F1 scores at lower feature dimensions as
formulated in

DR Score =

1 d dim D
× Si ,
∑
d i =1 dimi

TABLE IV. TOP-5 RESULTS OF DIMENSION REDUCTION ANALYSIS
FOR (A) TURKISH (B) ENGLISH DATASET.
No
DR Score
Feature Set
Feature Selection
Part A
1
21.866
BoW + SF1:SF6
GI
2
21.692
BoW + SF1:SF6
CHI2
3
21.678
BoW + SF3
CHI2
4
21.661
BoW + SF2
GI
5
21.648
BoW + SF1
GI
Part B
1
21.871
BoW + SF1:SF6
CHI2
2
21.838
BoW + SF1:SF6
GI
3
21.629
BoW + SF1
CHI2
4
21.451
BoW + SF1
GI
5
21.441
BoW + SF2
CHI2

(4)

where dimD is the maximum feature size utilized, d is the
number of trials, dimi is the feature size at the ith trial, and Si
is the Micro-F1 score of the ith trial. Since the classification
results of SVM classifier were better than that of kNN in all
cases as illustrated by Fig. 1–Fig. 4, the scores attained only
by SVM were considered during this analysis. Top-5 DR
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Fig. 1. kNN classification results for Turkish dataset.
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Fig. 2. SVM classification results for Turkish dataset.
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Fig. 3. kNN classification results for English dataset.
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Fig. 4. SVM classification results for English dataset.
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